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In   my   presentation   I   chose   to   relate   this   year’s   theme   of   breaking   barriers   to   the   life   of   a  

woman   commonly   known   to   the   public   as   Patsy   Cline.   After   searching   for   a   couple   of   weeks   for  
someone   to   create   my   project   about,   I   heard   Patsy’s   song   “Crazy”   on   the   radio.   It   stood   out   so  
much   that   I   immediately   began   researching   her   life.   She   was   a   bold   female   icon   that   was   not  
afraid   to   put   herself   out   there,   even   if   that   meant   she   would   fail.   I   thought   to   myself   that   she   is  
the   exact   type   of   woman   that   we   need   more   of   in   this   world.   Patsy   is   someone   who   set   a   path   for  
women   country   artists   to   be   themselves,   unapologetically.   

  I   knew   very   soon   after   choosing   Patsy   that   performance   would   be   the   best   option   to  
portray   this   message   because   Cline   herself   was   an   outstanding   performer!   She   portrayed   her  
emotions   so   incredibly   through   each   of   her   songs   and   you   can   truly   feel   the   emotion   seeping  
through   her   music   whenever   it   is   being   played.   I   added   the   point   of   view   of   Loretta   Lynn   giving  
Patsy’s   obituary   because   it   brought   the   opportunity   to   show   how   loved   she   was   and   how   she  
affected   Loretta’s   life   and   career.  

When   choosing   between   an   individual   and   group   performance   I   chose   an   individual.   This  
was   because   Patsy   was   a   woman   who   did   it   all.   She   supported   her   family   growing   up   by   working  
to   help   them   survive,   made   it   to   Nashville   despite   everything   that   could’ve   held   her   back,   and  
through   her   career   she   always   cared   deeply   for   quality   time   with   her   family.   Patsy   was   a   woman  
who   was   able   to   juggle   everything   life   threw   at   her   and   still   succeed.   I   knew   that   if   I   was   going  
to   be   portraying   Patsy   in   a   performance,   I   needed   to   act   as   she   would.   Patsy   would   take   that   risk,  
and   make   every   aspect   the   best   she   can.   Being   an   individual   performer   acting   as   a   narrator,  
Loretta   Lynn   and   Patsy   Cline   seemed   overwhelming   at   first.   However,   with   time   I   grew   stronger  
as   Patsy   did   and   overcame   any   obstacles   that   were   in   my   path.   

When   researching   this   piece   I   first   went   to   online   sources   to   get   a   general   timeline   of  
Cline’s   life.   I   then   dove   more   into   detail   by   reading   in   books   and   on   websites   about   how   she   rose  
to   fame   and   the   things   that   she   had   to   overcome   to   succeed.   I   watched   several   YouTube   videos  
repeatedly   to   get   an   idea   of   how   Patsy   sang   and   put   emotion   through   her   lyrics.   While   Patsy   had  
a   complicated   life,   it   never   stopped   being   interesting   to   learn   more   about   her   growth.   

Patsy   was   a   trailblazer   for   women   that   are   country   music   artists.   She   did   this   by  
presenting   her   songs   in   a   way   that   people   weren’t   used   to.   Mixing   country   and   pop   music  
allowed   her   to   clear   the   path   for   women   of   the   future   who   want   to   dare   to   try   new   things.   That  
makes   her   the   woman   that   broke   those   barriers   for   the   women   of   the   country   music   industry.  
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